
In the Villers Abbey's archives was discovered one of the monks'

recipes for beer, dating back to the 18th century. This precious

find inspired new recipes to its microbrewery.

4 organic craft beers are now brewed within the abbey: the V, IX,

the Lumineuse (light) and the Ténébreuse (dark). Visitors can

learn how beer was brewed over time, whether in Villiers or

elsewhere in the world.

The 4 beers brewed on site by the Brotherhood of Hostieux Monks

are made with organic ingredients.

The Villers V beer or L'Authentique (the authentic one): light,

brewed in the purest tradition of abbey beers

The Villers IX beer: a 9% triple beer perfect with a meal

Avenue Georges Speeckaert 50

Villers-la-ville - 1495

Phone number (main contact): +32

495 24 26 12

Telephone de reservation: +32 495

24 26 12

http://hostieux.org/bienvenue/
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 The Villers Abbey's microbrewery

Erwin Furnière

Brewed from organic ingredients



The Ténébreuse and the Lumineuse: these beers refer to the

abbey’s motto: post tenebras, spero lucem (after darkness, I

hope for light)

The Villers Abbey's microbrewery is part of the many sites certified

by Access-i (meaning with facilities or/activities adapted to

travellers with specific needs). You will find more details on the

Access-i website to plan your visit.

The traditional recipe, having travelled through centuries, the

historical setting of the brewery really make these beers stand out

during a tasting.

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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Visitors with specific needs
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